Iran group selection delayed

By Mike McNamee

The membership of the ad hoc committee studying the possibility of an ad hoc committee to consider MIT's international commitments is due to be established. The committee which the faculty voted to establish at the April faculty meeting is to be given a mandate to study and be announced within a week, according to Institute officials.

A chairman for the committee, if the faculty approved as a result of their debate on the Iranian nuclear engineering program, has been chosen, and several faculty members have been contacted to fill out the membership of the committee, President Jerome Wiesner told The Tech yesterday.

Wiesner contacted in Houston where he was attending an alumni conference on US foreign policy. He said that his recent trip in support of the return of the American hostages is "one of the most important things that can be done to enhance the image of the country.

The committee faces an immediate problem of preparing a report for the faculty by May 15, as ordered by the faculty motion which established the ad hoc committee. Wiesner said he knew the names of the committee "has been giving the press group report a lot of thought," and that he thinks the committee will have a report by that date.

The committee was established on a motion by Sloan Professor of Chemical Engineering in the April meeting. It is charged with reviewing the procedures and practices of the Institute's commitments, with especial regard for the role of the committee in guiding those procedures "with respect to the ethical and moral responsibilities of the long-term beneficiaries of the Institute;" and recommending changes in the process that they feel are necessary.

"They won't have a specific statement or elaborate guidelines by then," Wiesner said. "But I hope they'll get a chance to think about the general scope of the issue and to define the issues, by this time.

The committee is also instructed to make a complete report to the faculty by Oct. 1. A preliminary report is considered appropriate.

This motion was proposed by Professor Paulsen as a modification of an earlier motion calling for the establishment of a committee to review guidelines for such commitments. Some faculty and administration reportedly thought that the standing committee might not be the best way to consider the guidelines. The ad hoc committee is specifically charged with the responsibility of setting up a committee to review guidelines for a standing Faculty committee.

The motion to establish the ad hoc committee was the only one of three motions relating to the Iranian program passed at the April 19-20 People's Bicentennial Committee meetings. Two motions which called for abandonment or reconsideration of the program were defeated in faculty votes. A student referendum on the day of the meeting, which overwhelmingly called for cancellation of the program, was defeated, Wiesner said. The vote was six to three.

The committee will probably consider the implications of the two students, Pound ex-plained, "We're trying to get students who are members of the committee to hear the Policy and the Committee on Graduate Admission and the students involved.

The report points out some very serious policy implications for both universities and government, Fark added. The report is "the product of a week's work, to which individual, but there should be discussions of just what this means to the scientific community."
In observance of "Days of Solidarity," MIT announces special holyday services for fraternity, Delta Upsilon, and the State Society. In McCormick Hall, Delta Tau Delta brothers will hold services on Thursday, May 8th from 7:00 to 7:30p.m. in Room 10-250. Saturday, May 3 in Kresge Auditorium, a forum and festival will be held in observance of "Days of Solidarity" with Indians." On Sunday, May 11 at 7:30p.m., in Room 10-250, a forum and festival will be held in observance of "Days of Solidarity" with Indians. The forum will be followed by the premiere of composer John A. Leontief in music. The forum and festival will be followed by the premiere of composer John A. Leontief in music.

R/O week to be changed;
will be 'more personal'

By William Lasser
Next year's Residence/Orientation Week will be more personal experience for freshmen than R/O weeks of the past. That is the hope of R/O coordinator Libby Seifel '78, who is planning many new and innovative programs for the class of '79. Perhaps the most radical change is the expanded role proposed for associate advisors, upperclass students who assist freshmen faculty advisors. Incoming freshmen will meet in groups of twelve, with two associate advisors assigned to each group, before the freshman picnic on the first day of R/O Week. "It is an extension of the R/O welcome," says Seifel, "one that will result in a more personal exchange early on." These small groups, she added, "will be able to discuss their impressions, anxieties, and questions about MIT's housing, academics and people." Freshmen will also have an opportunity to make friends who may live in different dormitories or fraternities and to talk with upperclass students - the associate advisors - without the usual pressure encountered during R/O Week.

The groups will be encouraged to meet later on during R/O Week and also after the first week of classes. Some dormitories and smaller fraternities have argued that fresmen whose members are

(Please turn to page 3)

Buddy's Sirloin Pit
39 Brattle St. Harvard Sq.
(located in Cardich's Restaurant)
3/4lb. N.Y. Cut Steak Dinner - $3.46
Chopped Sirloin Dinner - $1.60
Save 1/3 off of these prices & more

Service, not service charges.

Good service isn't something you should have to pay for. So when you buy car, apartment, or any insurance from us, there's no service charge tacked on.

W. T. Phelan & Co.
Insurance Agency Inc. Since 1898
715 Massachusetts Ave., Harvard Square (located in the Piano Factory Building)
Also in stock...

The remarkable new HP-21 offers all these features:
32 Keyboard scientific functions and operations, including:
* All basic log, trig and exponential functions.
* Polar/rectangular coordinate conversions.
* The ability to perform trig functions in either decimal degrees or radians.
* Full display formatting, when a number is too large or too small for fixed-decimal, the HP-21 automatically switches to scientific notation.
* 8-digit step-by-step answer parities, worrying about hierarchies or restructuring problem beforehand.

The HP-21 includes a slide rule.

By William Lasser
Next year's Residence/Orientation Week will be a more personal experience for freshmen than R/O weeks of the past. That is the hope of R/O coordinator Libby Seifel '78, who is planning many new and innovative programs for the class of '79. Perhaps the most radical change is the expanded role proposed for associate advisors, upperclass students who assist freshmen faculty advisors. Incoming freshmen will meet in groups of twelve, with two associate advisors assigned to each group, before the freshman picnic on the first day of R/O Week. "It is an extension of the R/O welcome," says Seifel, "one that will result in a more personal exchange early on." These small groups, she added, "will be able to discuss their impressions, anxieties, and questions about MIT's housing, academics and people." Freshmen will also have an opportunity to make friends who may live in different dormitories or fraternities and to talk with upperclass students - the associate advisors - without the usual pressure encountered during R/O Week.

The groups will be encouraged to meet later on during R/O Week and also after the first week of classes. Some dormitories and smaller fraternities have argued that freshmen whose members are...
Eastgate calls off rent strike

By Michael Garry

The student rent strike has ended, with most residents agreeing to begin paying the increases by May 1 and June 1 per month which started March 1.

About 40 percent of Eastgate residents -- married graduate and undergraduate students and associates -- signed a petition in late February saying they would not yield payment of the rent increase until the Housing Office changed its policy toward graduate student housing (see The Tech, March 4, 1975). The Housing Office had imposed the rent increases at Eastgate and Westgate, the married graduate student complexes on the opposite side of campus from Eastgate.

Weatherall: MIT PhD's will get jobs they want

(Continued from page 1)

Weatherall said that there are now some new exceptions to the academic/research job openings for MIT PhDs, citing the fact that some graduates had gone into government or technology assessment consulting jobs. But those positions, he said, "will remain the exceptions."

"MIT's PhDs are known for being strong research PhDs. Even in fields where many PhD's are now going into non-academic work -- psychology, for example, is producing many clinical workers, rather than researchers, with the PhD's -- MIT's graduates are getting research work," Weatherall said.

MIT doctoral students are mainly interested in academic positions, Weatherall said, adding: "It's what they come here to do."

But if they don't think that a PhD will get them the position they want, they often will change fields so they can find jobs they like at a high level of expertise.

"Most students here want a certain type of work, and they'll change fields, if they have to, to get it," Weatherall said. "They're very ambitious, and they usually get what they want."
By Michael McNamara

There was a time when Harvard and MIT were considered to be good for the city of Cambridge. They employed a lot of people -- as they still do, being the fourth and fifth largest employers in the Boston area, with 8,000 and 14,000 employees, respectively. They also were living in Cambridge and taking home $37.2 million in salaries and wages in 1974. They created a lot of business -- as they still do. They were responsible for $28 million in in-city spending by employees, students, and vendors.

They did a lot of community service -- as they still do. They contributed an estimated $2.9 million in real estate to the city in lieu of taxes payments in addition to a $15.4 million budget; the increase in real estate taxes is about three times the increase in the city's name synonymous with academia and world-wide with academia and institutional imperialism creeping into the city's name synonymous with academia and world-wide with academia and institutional imperialism creeping into the city's name synonymous with academia and world-wide with academia.

When MIT started its turnkey development, they still do. When MIT started its turnkey development, they still do. When MIT started its turnkey development, they still do.

The city has finally seen the errors of its earlier ways, and the organizers have had a lot of success for the past several years in Cambridge. Last summer, the Cambridge City Council voted to issue a $1.5 million bond to pay, in part, for the development of Kendall Square and Marston Hall.

The organizers, in their rush to embrace the needs of the "people" -- many of whom have already been forcibly displaced from their homes, and in fact has been trying to support this position. For-
While thousands waited to hear Arlo Guthrie sing at the People's Bicentennial Commission rally on the far side of the Concord River, the official celebration of the 200th anniversary of the Battle of Concord continued, with "Minutemen" firing muskets on the Old North Bridge.

PBC: no glimpse of the revolution

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

were not talking to each other in the crowd; in fact, maybe no one was even listening. It was all quite unemotional — just self-serving for those on stage.

The rhetoric was stale and has been horrendously overused; the priorities of those gathered — seeing Peter Seeger and Arlo Guthrie — were misguided. It was marginally satisfying to boo Gerald Ford across the Concord River, and to shake one's head at the size of the contingent of planes, helicopters and boats, and of the veritable modern-day militia protecting Ford.

But in terms of rekindling any sort of revolutionary spark in the US (or even in the Concord microcosm), or in terms of "sending a message to Wall Street," the event was a failure.


The whole night and day spent in the mud of Concord served only to make me a bit more skeptical of the possibility of change in the American societal structure and even more of an embittered cynic. I'm glad I walked; that small feeling of accomplishment is probably the only positive feature I'll remember about the People's Bicentennial.

(Continued from page 1)
Police Blotter

Two men, one armed with a switchblade knife, robbed a lone student at the Amherst St. entrance to Ashdown House around 2 a.m. late Friday, April 15. Officers, while searching for the suspects discovered two other men, running in the west campus, and carrying burglary tools. Both men, arrested in custody and arraigned Wednesday morning in the Third District Court. A 2 1/4 length woman's coat was stolen Wednesday, April 9, from a main campus office around noon time. Two suspects fled in different directions; one was detained by officers, but was subsequently released for lack of sufficient evidence.

Since Thursday, April 10, there has been a combined value in excess of $330, have been reported stolen from the buildings in the Sloan School area.

A portable cassette tape player which the owner left unattended in the East Lounge of the Student Center was reported stolen Thursday night, April 10.

An Oldsmobile Toronado parked on Memorial Drive in front of Burton House was reported stolen Tuesday, April 15.

classified advertising

SUMMER JOBS
Save $200 per week
Must work away from home and Boston Interviews: Saturday, May 3, 12-noon or 3-6pm at 1500 Memorial Drive, Cambridge near Harvard Square. (Please do not call Sharon — interviews will not arrive before interview time.)

Wanted:
Someone to drive Volvo 1225 to Denver after May 16. Call Martha Means, 491-4533.

FRENCH GIRLS
for Summer Vacation.
We are looking for American Families who would like to house a French girl from July to September. For information call Jean-Pierre Revol French Tutor. Harvard House 253-1000 ext 9570 Dormline.


NIGHT OWL?
Greetings, my dear reader, has opening for Xenos operators on all shifts, calculation, with a computer. Liberal raises for reliable performance, no experience necessary. Contact Eddie Shaoil 2-4pm, weebly, 99 Mt. Auburn, 491-7767.

The Cantata Singers

Philip Kelley, conducting
Wednesday, May 8
at 8:30 p.m.
Sawyer Theatre, Cambridge.


Individual Tickets $5, $4, $3, and $2.
For details call (617) 227-8625.

The Historic OLD VILNA SHUL
16 Phillips St., Boston invites the Jewish students to our Traditional Orthodox Services.
FRIDAY: Sundown SABBATH: 9am

QUESTIONS NEED ANSWERS:
Biweekly Salary Review Evaluation and Questionnaire
BIWEEKLY PERSONNEL & THEIR SUPERVISORS

return to Room 24-307

by Merle Haggard

How to Find Happiness during Final Exams.

Instead of resigning yourself to anxiety and stress until finals come, why don't you come in to Tech Hifi?

One of our hi-fi systems can work wonders on your nervous system.

Just walk in the door and you'll feel better. Music is everywhere at Tech Hifi, and music can help you cope with pressure better than anything else. Especially when the music is played on a good component system!

Our sympathetic salespeople will demonstrate systems that could even make you feel relaxed in the middle of an all night cram session.

And the same music system that helps you relax right now, will help you cut loose this summer.

This week, be sure to hear the system that we've put on sale especially to give you exam-takers some happiness. It includes Advert/2, two-way, acoustic suspension loudspeakers (the ones in the distinctive white molded cabinets), the Cambridge Audio 1500 stereo receiver, and a fully-equipped BSR 2206X automatic turntable.

Combined, these fine components list for over $386. But this week at Tech Hifi, you can purchase them for only $291. If you show us your student I.D. card, we'll give you an additional 5% off the sale price!

And to ease your anxieties even further, you should know that Tech Hifi guarantees you'll be happy with this system. Or we'll buy it back.

SAVE $95

To the right of the picture is the logo for Tech Hifi, along with text promoting a sale on hi-fi systems. The text highlights the components included in the sale and encourages customers to take advantage of the offer if they show their student ID.
2 bucks off.

A delicious Sirloin Steak plus
golden brown French Fries plus
2 frosty pitchers of beer plus
all the salad you want to make.

Steak, 2 pitchers of beer and more. Now only $3.95.
Sunday through Thursday, with this ad or your college I.D.

EMERSON'S
Cocktails, wine and beer available.
Open for lunch 11:30 til 2:30*

Expires 12/75 - Not good with other discounts or promotions.

Framingham — 1280 Worcester Road (Route 9) — 879-5902
Waltham — Route 1 & 128 N. — 535-0570
Newton — 114 Beacon Street at 4 Corners — 965-3305
Lawrence — 245 Germain Street (Route 113) — 673-1200
Randolph — 493 High Street (Routes 28 & 123) — 493-1102
East Providence — 1040 Pawtucket Avenue (Route 44 & 1-A) — 434-6660
Boathouse takes IM track title

By Glenn Brownstein

Capturing seven of fifteen events, the Boathouse won the 1975 IM Track Meet held Sunday at Briggs Field. Boathouse’s 73 points led second-place finisher Baker House and 1974 champion Sigma Alpha Epsilon by 18.

The championship team, consisting primarily of MIT crew members, was led by Jim Gorman ’75 who won the 880 and the mile and anchored Boathouse’s victorious four-mile and mile relay squads.

Of the second-place teams, SAE was more balanced, picking up about an equal number of points in all types of events, although it was a little weak in the distance races.

Baker picked up the bulk of its points in sprints, as Jeff Lohnes ’76 and Ben Rice ’76 combined for a 2-3 finish in the 100, and Lefont added a second in the 220. Baker also surpassed favored LCA by winning the 440 mile over the Green in a time of 50.4.

SAE was led by Bob Kenley ’75 who won the 440-yard dash in 49.8. The Engineers placed second in the 220, took a fifth in the high jump, and ran on SAE’s 440 and mile relay units, each of which placed third.

SAE’s other event winner was Zippy Mandelbaum ’75, who was the first woman to top the effort of Steve Siferthon ’78 (Boathouse) by five feet.

Although Gorman’s triumph was perhaps the key to the Boathouse triumph, it was Boathouse’s ability to score well in the field events and the hurdles that led its victory.

Siferthon, in addition to his second in the discus, won the high jump at 7’8’. Marc Taylor ’78 captured the pole vault, while Richard Dyer ’76, who won the javelin and discus, was fourth in the discus.

Gary Piantedosi ’77 moored out Taylor in the 120-yard hurdles in a time of 17.9 as the race found two strong hurdlers, and only five entrants willing to face the chance of running the race.

Other event winners were Grubbs of Burton, in the shot put, Eni Njoku ’78 of BU in the broad jump, and John Grubbs ’78 (Pierce turn to page 7).

Last Saturday the MIT golfers, who have finished seventh in NASs for three years, scored a 6-6 tie with Babson, and St. Anselm’s in a tri-match played on Saturday at Franklin Country Club. Kennedy ’76 and Sherry ’77 and the MIT men won the 120-yard hurdles.

產

The MIT varsity women’s crew placed behind Radcliffe and BU, and the JV behind Radcliffe in two events of the Greater Boston Women’s Crew Championships.

The losses to Radcliffe were disappointing, though not unexpected, result. A traditionally strong crew, Radcliffe has taken the regatta every year since its debut. The varsity’s loss to BU was a harder pill to swallow, as the two teams are quite evenly matched.

The Greater Boston included competition in many events: lightweight fours, heavyweight fours, lightweight eights, JV heavyweight eights, JV heavyweight four was the only non-Ivy boat in the competition at Harvard.

The JV race, scheduled to include BU as well as Radcliffe and MIT, was narrowed down to a two-bout field when the BU JV split into two heavyweight fours at the last moment.

About a minute into the race the Cliffsies had a one-length lead, but at that point the MIT six-woman’s seat jammed, crashing down the middle. It was replaced within a few seconds, but the intermediate had been costly.

MIT, stroking at 35 through out, the body of the race finished ten seconds behind in eighth, while Princeton was way down in 12th. A encouraging note for the Tec women was that despite their'' smaller body, they had beaten the own previous best time by five seconds.

The varsity race included Radcliffe, BU and MIT. Radcliffe’s varsity was impressive, seeming to get stronger with each stroke. The second boat, Burton, was driven by the bow of the row BU, who stroked a 34, was well behind Radcliffe, but ahead of MIT. MIT came over the line at 42, dropped it to 34 for ten strokes, then to 34 for the rest of the race, taking over again at the finish. The finishing times were Burton: 5:50.9, BU 5:52.0, MIT: 5:52.0.

By Renan Beckman

(Renan Beckman ’77 is a member of the MIT women’s crew team.)

Last Saturday on the Charles the MIT varsity women’s crew placed behind Radcliffe and BU, and the JV behind Radcliffe in two events of the Greater Boston Women’s Crew Championships.

The losses to Radcliffe were disappointing, though not unexpected, result. A traditionally strong crew, Radcliffe has taken the regatta every year since its debut. The varsity’s loss to BU was a harder pill to swallow, as the two teams are quite evenly matched.

The Greater Boston included competition in many events: lightweight fours, heavyweight fours, lightweight eights, JV heavyweight eights, JV heavyweight four was the only non-Ivy boat in the competition at Harvard.

The JV race, scheduled to include BU as well as Radcliffe and MIT, was narrowed down to a two-bout field when the BU JV split into two heavyweight fours at the last moment.

About a minute into the race the Cliffsies had a one-length lead, but at that point the MIT six-woman’s seat jammed, crashing down the middle. It was replaced within a few seconds, but the intermediate had been costly.

MIT, stroking at 35 through out, the body of the race finished ten seconds behind in eighth, while Princeton was way down in 12th. A encouraging note for the Tec women was that despite their smaller body, they had beaten their own previous best time by five seconds.

The varsity race included Radcliffe, BU and MIT. Radcliffe’s varsity was impressive, seeming to get stronger with each stroke. The second boat, Burton, was driven by the bow of the row BU, who stroked a 34, was well behind Radcliffe, but ahead of MIT. MIT came over the line at 42, dropped it to 34 for ten strokes, then to 34 for the rest of the race, taking over again at the finish. The finishing times were Burton: 5:50.9, BU 5:52.0, MIT: 5:52.0.

By Renan Beckman

(Renan Beckman ’77 is a member of the MIT women’s crew team.)

Last Saturday on the Charles, the MIT varsity women’s crew placed second behind Radcliffe and BU, and the JV behind Radcliffe in two events of the Greater Boston Women’s Crew Championships.

The losses to Radcliffe were disappointing, though not unexpected, result. A traditionally strong crew, Radcliffe has taken the regatta every year since its debut. The varsity’s loss to BU was a harder pill to swallow, as the two teams are quite evenly matched.

The Greater Boston included competition in many events: lightweight fours, heavyweight fours, lightweight eights, JV heavyweight eights, JV heavyweight four was the only non-Ivy boat in the competition at Harvard.

The JV race, scheduled to include BU as well as Radcliffe and MIT, was narrowed down to a two-bout field when the BU JV split into two heavyweight fours at the last moment.

About a minute into the race the Cliffsies had a one-length lead, but at that point the MIT six-woman’s seat jammed, crashing down the middle. It was replaced within a few seconds, but the intermediate had been costly.

MIT, stroking at 35 through out, the body of the race finished ten seconds behind in eighth, while Princeton was way down in 12th. A encouraging note for the Tec women was that despite their smaller body, they had beaten their own previous best time by five seconds.

The varsity race included Radcliffe, BU and MIT. Radcliffe’s varsity was impressive, seeming to get stronger with each stroke. The second boat, Burton, was driven by the bow of the row BU, who stroked a 34, was well behind Radcliffe, but ahead of MIT. MIT came over the line at 42, dropped it to 34 for ten strokes, then to 34 for the rest of the race, taking over again at the finish. The finishing times were Burton: 5:50.9, BU 5:52.0, MIT: 5:52.0.

By Renan Beckman

(Renan Beckman ’77 is a member of the MIT women’s crew team.)

Last Saturday on the Charles, the MIT varsity women’s crew placed second behind Radcliffe and BU, and the JV behind Radcliffe in two events of the Greater Boston Women’s Crew Championships.

The losses to Radcliffe were disappointing, though not unexpected, result. A traditionally strong crew, Radcliffe has taken the regatta every year since its debut. The varsity’s loss to BU was a harder pill to swallow, as the two teams are quite evenly matched.

The Greater Boston included competition in many events: lightweight fours, heavyweight fours, lightweight eights, JV heavyweight eights, JV heavyweight four was the only non-Ivy boat in the competition at Harvard.

The JV race, scheduled to include BU as well as Radcliffe and MIT, was narrowed down to a two-bout field when the BU JV split into two heavyweight fours at the last moment.

About a minute into the race the Cliffsies had a one-length lead, but at that point the MIT six-woman’s seat jammed, crashing down the middle. It was replaced within a few seconds, but the intermediate had been costly.

MIT, stroking at 35 through out, the body of the race finished ten seconds behind in eighth, while Princeton was way down in 12th. A encouraging note for the Tec women was that despite their smaller body, they had beaten their own previous best time by five seconds.

The varsity race included Radcliffe, BU and MIT. Radcliffe’s varsity was impressive, seeming to get stronger with each stroke. The second boat, Burton, was driven by the bow of the row BU, who stroked a 34, was well behind Radcliffe, but ahead of MIT. MIT came over the line at 42, dropped it to 34 for ten strokes, then to 34 for the rest of the race, taking over again at the finish. The finishing times were Burton: 5:50.9, BU 5:52.0, MIT: 5:52.0.